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No headway in promoting world famous Basohli art
Ch Lal Singh who also remained
Minister in Mufti Cabinet from
2002 to 2004 and later again in
Mufti and Mehbooba Mufti
Governments from 2015 to
2018, is closely linked to
Basohli Assembly segment and
people of the constituency.
Despite having a proximity
to inhabitants of Basohli
Assembly segment, people have
very high expectations from him
also. However satisfying ever
one is not humanly possible and
some sections of people have
grievances against former MLA
saying that though they
remained solidly behind him but
some of their problems have not
been solved as yet.
The main issue raised by the
cross section of people in this
Assembly segment is that
though Basohli is known world
over for its Pashmina Shawls
and painting from centuries
together, no headway has been
made till date for the promotion
of the same. Despite construction of Atal Sethu after which
the distance of the area was
decreased to neighboring States,
the Basohli handicrafts and
painting failed to get the boost
and attention the level it
deserved. This is the general
complaint of the people of the
town and adjoining areas.
Even the artists from the area
and artisans who are dealing in
the world famous Basohli
Pashmina also decry the role of
the successive Governments for
their failure in boosting the
Basohli Pashmina trade and
paintings. The artists said that
they had lot of expectations
from the previous Government
but it too could not come to their
expectations the level they
desired.
This art is completely dying
now as no one takes interest in
boosting and encouraging the
younger generation to continue
the tradition. The former MLA
tried his level best to get due
place for the Basohli art and
paintings but he could not get
the
support
from
the
Government which did not show
any interest for the same.
Sohan Singh Baloria, a well
known artist from Basohli said
that the Basohli shawl and paintings are surviving till date with
the efforts of artists and artisans
as well as some NGOs otherwise it would have completely
vanished.
The Government had made
many promises but could not do
any thing in this regard, he said.
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They had promised to promote
the Basohli art and paintings to
give due place to it in the world
but nothing concrete was done
in this regard till date, he added.
Lal Singh represented the
constituency thrice as MLA and
twice as MP and he too could
not do any worthwhile for promotion of Basohli art and paintings in the national and international markets due to lack of
support at Government level, he
said.
Baloria said during elections
the contesting candidates make
promises and later fail to deliver
on ground. Except befooling the
people they do nothing for their
betterment and development of
area.
The area has a lot of potential for tourism as well and its
chances increased after the construction of Ranjit Sagar Dam at
Basohli some years back. But
failure of Government to boost
the tourism trade in the area has
also led to pessimism among the
people of the constituency.
Had the Government paid
attention towards this problem
and the local representatives
been able to take up the issue
forcefully
before
the
Government, the Basohli would
have been far advance and
developed township of Jammu
region, said Darshan Lal a resident of Basohli town.
He said no training school
was opened in Basohli for
imparting training to youth in
weaving of Basohli Pashmina
Shawl and promotion of paintings though it was a long pending demand of the people of the
area.
Though people also admitted
that this time the MLA did not
get the much time to solve the
burning issues as Government
fell before completion of even
three years, but during previous
years no effective steps were
taken in this regard also.
Inderjit Singh of Plahi village, which is two kms away
from Basohli said that had it
been Kashmir ,Basohli would
have been on top of tourist map
and fully developed but here no
proper infrastructure has been
created for tourists.
He said that 800 people of
the area who were given jobs as
per the agreement while construction of Thane Dam as their
land was acquired by the
Project are still running from
pillar to post for the same as no
body listens to them. The public
representative also could not
take up this issue forcefully to
grant
justice
to
them.
Moreover, many families are
without compensation of the
land which was taken by the
project, he added.
Even nothing was done to
boost the morale of artists participating in 110 year old Basohli
Ramleela for its revival which
has its unique place in the
Jammu region, Singh added.
Eight MW Hut Mashika
Micro Hydel Power project is
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APSARA AUDI-1: ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL- 3D- HIN- 09:45 AM, 12:45 P.M., 03:45 P.M., 06.45 P.M
APSARA AUDI-2: URI-THE SURGICAL STRIKE (U/A) - 10:00 AM, 12:30 P.M., 03:30 P.M., 06.30 P.M
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INDIRA AUDI-I: 1. JHOLE (HIN) - 09:45 AM, 2. MANIKARNIKA- THE QUEEN OF JHANSI (HIN)- 12:15
PM, 3. THE FAKIR OF VENICE - 03:05 PM, 4. ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL- 3D- HIN- 05:00 PM, 5. EK LADKI
KO DEKHA TOH AISA LAGA - 7:20 PM., 6. URI - THE SURGICAL STRIKE- 09:40 P.M.
INDIRA AUDI-II: 1. ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL- 3D- HINDI - 09:45 AM, 2. ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL- 3DHINDI - 12:05 PM, 3. ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL- 3D- HINDI - 02:40 PM, 4. URI - THE SURGICAL STRIKE
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PLATINUM CINEMAS AUDI -3: 1. AMAVAS (HIN)- 10:10 AM, 2. URI - THE SURGICAL STRIKE - 12:30
PM, 3. URI - THE SURGICAL STRIKE - 03:00 PM, 4. URI - THE SURGICAL STRIKE- 5:30 PM, 5. URI
- THE SURGICAL STRIKE - 08.00 PM 6. AMAVAS (HIN) - 10:30 PM.
WAVE CINEMA-1: 1. URI -THE SURGICAL SRIKE (U/A) - 10:15 AM, 2. MANIKARNIKA- THE QUEEN
OF JHANSI (U/A) - 01:00 PM, 3. MANIKARNIKA- THE QUEEN OF JHANSI (U/A) - 04:00 PM, 4. URITHE SURGICAL STRIKE (U/A) - 07:00 PM, 5. MANIKARNIKA- THE QUEEN OF JHANSI (U/A)- 10:00
PM.
WAVE CINEMA-2: 1. ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL- 3D- HINDI (U/A) - 09:30 AM, 2. ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL3D- ENG (U/A) - 12:05 PM, 3. ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL- 3D- HINDI (U/A) - 02:40 PM, 4. ALITA: BATTLE
ANGEL- 3D- ENG (U/A)- 05:15 PM, 5. ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL- 3D- HINDI (U/A)- 07:50 PM., 6. ALITA:
BATTLE ANGEL- 3D- ENG (U/A)- 10:20 P.M.
WAVE CINEMA-3: 1. AMAVAS (A) - 09.35 AM, 2. UDA AIDA- PUNJAB (U) - 12.10 PM, 3. URI-THE
SURGICAL STRIKE (U/A) - 02.50 PM, 4. EK LADKI TO DEKHA TO AISA LAGA (U/A)- 05.35 PM, 5.
AMAVAS (A)- 08.05 P.M., UDA AIDA- PUNJABI (U)- 10:45 P.M.
PVR KC (JAMMU)
2(D) ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL (HINDI): 06:55 PM
3(D) ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL: 12:00 P.M., 8:15 P.M., 11:00 P.M.
3(D) ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL (HINDI) : 09:15 A.M., 2:45 P.M.
EK LADKI KO DEKHA TOH AISA LAGA: 05:30 P.M.
MANIKARNIKA- THE QUEEN OF JHANSI: 12:45 P.M.
URI-THE SURGICAL STRIKE : 9:45 A.M, 3:55 P.M.
AMAVAS: 9:40 P.M.
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defunct for over a decade now
and no steps were taken to
restore it, said Inderjit Singh.
He said Hatmakshika road
remained closed in Monsoons as
water overflows road. There are
also no proper transport facilities
in the area.
He said Jano-Sailaf road has
not been constructed while the
work is going at snail's pace on
Dhar Mahanpur road.
The Basohli could have been
converted to mini Goa after construction of dam but no attention
has been paid to it.
Sumesh Kumar, a resident of
Basohli said that Government
failed to fulfill the norms for
declaring Basohli a heritage
town and no attention was paid
to soil wastage management of
the town. Moreover Rs one crore
was sanctioned for Solid Waste
Management project but no body
knows where it was spent.
He
said
Basohli
Development Authority was created and Rs 400 crore allocated
to it. The name plate was also
installed and Rs 100 crore for the
same was released by the
Government but no one knows
where the same was utilized.
Moreover, SDM Basohli was
shifted and ADC post was created but he is without powers and
without staff. ``What was the fun
of creating the post without powers and staff? The people are suffering on account of the same'',
he said.
Kalu Ram of Nagrota Preta
said a proposal was mooted to
run boats in the dam to promote
tourism. Four boats were purchased and among them three
were big to carry 25 passengers
each while one was small.
Tenders were invited but no
headway was made in it and all
boats are lying idle. This is total
wastage of public exchequer's
money, he added.
Even
the
people
of
Lakhanpur too have many grievances. Jeet Raj, a local resident
said, that underground drain as
demanded by the shopkeepers
and people has not been constructed and no work is being
done by Municipal Committee
Lakhanpur as well. Vijay Kumar
of Jandor, Basohli while
acknowledging the work of MLA
said he has no grievances against
him as some developmental
works had taken place in the area.
However he said people resent
the failure of Government to
accept their demand to have
small station of train in the area
and construction of flyover on
railway track was not conceded
as people have to wait for long
time when train crosses the track
and this way their time gets wasted.
The residents of Karoh
Basohli too have many grievances. According to Karnail
Singh, Lambardar the plates were
laid for MGNREGA works but
not executed later. The people
also faced water scarcity and no

attention has been paid to solve
the problem in the area and surrounding villages.
However, same are not views
of people every where Ram
Kumar of Haripur showered all
praises for the ex-MLA saying he
is dynamic and bold leader. He is
true to his words and has brought
many projects in the constituency. There is better road link now
and for tourism promotion, many
steps were taken by him.
Basohli got a new Hospital
building besides steps are afoot
to bring the Basohli on tourism
map. The ex-MLA has taken
many steps in this regard also, he
said.
Ismail Gujjar of Basohli said
that he as well his fellow community members in the area are satisfied with the functioning of Lal
Singh. He is a pro poor leader
and true to his words. Every body
has access to him and he listens
their problems keenly.
He constructed classrooms in
schools, roads in various areas
and ensured good quality of
work. He was prompt in checking the attendance of officials in
Government offices and no body
dared to remain absent during his
tenure as MLA or create problems to people visiting the
Government offices for any
work.
The ex-MLA had such a reputation that if a client in any
Government office tells that he
has been asked by Lal Singh to
meet the officer, he would not
take five minutes in settling the
case, said Ismail.
People in Mahanpur area too
lavished praises on the former
MLA saying that they are satisfied with his performance in
short span of time. The good road
net work in the constituency
speaks his performance for
which he deserves all praises,
said Ramesh Kumar a local shopkeeper.
Raman Singh also of
Mahanpur said that the ex-MLA
took keen interest in development of the constituency and
deserves credit for bringing the
solar light project to Basohli.
However, when contacted for
his comments on his three years
performance
as
MLA,
Choudhary Lal Singh said that
the area of his responsibilities
has increased tremendously now
and he has come out of a constituency to safeguard the rights
of the people in entire Jammu
region which faced constant
neglected and discrimination
over the years.
He said he has started a mission to end this discrimination
and his responsibilities have
been shifted from a particular
Assembly segment to entire
Jammu region now.
The former Minister said he
is awfully busy these days and
just now he has attended a meeting to devise the strategy for
future course of action regarding
his new mission.

Lakhs of people in snow-bound Doda,
Kishtwar suffering badly for past 4 days
evening", adding "for restoration of damages to seven towers between Doda-Kishtwar
the NHPC has given tentative
time-frame of 3-4 days".
All this clearly indicates that
lakhs of people of twin mountainous districts will continue to
suffer for some more days. As
per the reports, the situation is
worst for the people of those
areas of these districts which
have experienced heavy snow.
"Even communication link
of vast areas of these districts
with rest of the State has suffered badly as in the absence
of power supply even the landline telephone exchanges are
not functioning properly and
people are finding it difficult
to recharge the batteries of
their cellular phones", reports
said.
"Cellular companies are
keeping their network in functional mode by operating their
towers, which run on dieseloperated generators, but people
can avail the cellular services
only when batteries of their
mobile phones are charged,
which is not possible due to
complete darkness in these districts", reports further said.
Notwithstanding
the
immense difficulties being
faced by the people of these
two districts, neither any decision has been taken on taking
over of Udhampur-Kisthwar
transmission line by the Power
Development Department as
desired by the NHPC from
time to time nor work could be
restarted on the alternate
Batote-Thathri-Kishtwar
transmission line, whose fate is
hanging in balance during the
past several years.
The 132 KV single circuit
Udhampur-Kishtwar transmission line was constructed by
NHPC during eighties in order
to meet the electricity requirement in the construction of
Dulhasti Hydroelectric Project
in Kishtwar. Since the commissioning of the project most of
the power transmitted through

this line is being consumed in
Doda and Kishtwar districts.
Since 2014 the NHPC has
dashed numerous communications to the State Government
with the request to take over this
line especially when tariff for
the power being supplied
through this line and consumed
by the people in both the districts is being charged by the
State Government.
On August 23, 2018 NHPC
Chief Engineer for Dul Hasti
Project Yoginder Kotha had
once again written to the State
Government mentioning the
urgency for taking over of this
line by the JKPDD. "Head
office of NHPC was not allowing deployment of manpower/
maintenance expenditure for
this line which may result into
decrease in the reliability of
the line in the coming time
resulting into disruption of the
power supply to Doda and
Kishtwar districts", he had
explicitly mentioned in the
communication.
However, till date no decision has been taken by the State
Government. "As of now we
have not decided to take over the
line",
said
Commissioner
Secretary to Government Power
Development
Department
Hirdesh
Kumar
Singh.
However, he failed to specify
the reasons for the same.
About alternate BatoteThathri-Kishtwar transmission
line, he said, "the fate of the
project is hanging in balance as
the project executing company
has gone in the arbitration
against the decision of Finance
Department, which had refused
to permit cost escalation projected by the company".
"We are trying to convince
the arbitrator to allow us to
restart the work on the abandoned line so that power supply
related issue of Doda and
Kishtwar districts is resolved
once and for all", he said.
However, when this development takes place remains a million dollar question.

I’m CM also, I’ve to keep view
point of my Govt too: Guv
leaders and NC vice president
and former Chief Minister Omar
Abdullah had charged the
Governor with indulging in politics.
The Governor called for giving good quality education to the
youth saying only education can
empower the youth.

"India has so far bagged
only 12 Nobel prizes. Of them,
six were those Indians, who
had settled in foreign and one
was Mother Teresa, which
means only five Indians got
the Nobel prizes,'' Malik said,
adding this was because of not
good quality education.

of medico-legal formalities.
At least 10 people were
injured as security forces fired
pellets on protesters after clashes broke near a gunfight site in
South Kashmir's Kulgam district
today.
About dozen persons were
injured during the clashes with
10 among them hit by pellets as
protesters targeted the security
forces with snow balls to disrupt
the operation.
Eleven persons including 7
police personnel men were
injured in a grenade attack on
police in Srinagar City Centre
this evening.
Four policemen, three Central
Reserve Police Force personnel
including an Assistant Sub
Inspector (ASI) and four civilians
were injured after militants
hurled a grenade at the CRPF
camp at Palladium cinema in Lal
Chowk this evening.
The grenade was hurled at
around 6.40 p.m. at 132 battalion of CRPF stationed at
Palladium cinema in Lal Chowk.

Eleven persons including
four police men, three CRPF men
and three civilians were injured
in the attack. The injured policemen were identified as Ashiq
Ahmed, Abid Ahmed
,
Muhammad Shafi and Nasir
Ahmed while as CRPF men were
identified as ASI R Munaswami,
constable Vishal and constable
Davinder of 132 Battallion.
The injured civilians include
Humaira wife of Sajad Ahmed
Baba of Harwan, Abdul
Qayoom
of
Mandibal
Nowshera, Shadab Shah, 20,
son of Aftab Ahmad Shah of
Nishat and Taliba Gulshan wife
of Iftikhar Ahmed of Dalgate,
Srinagar.
All the injured were shifted
to hospital and their condition is
stated to be stable.
The area was cordoned off
and massive searches were
launched but militants had
escaped.
Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM)
has claimed responsibility for the
attack.

5 militants killed in Kulgam gun battle

NH remains blocked
IGP Traffic, J&K, Alok
Kumar told the Excelsior that at
around 2.30 pm today, the last
landslides at Marog was cleared
by the National Highway
authorities and from Ramban
side, the movement of oil and
LPG tankers was allowed
towards Kashmir. But hardly
within 30 minutes, another
major land slide struck the highway at Marog again, before
these vehicles could arrive at
this sliding zone. A major possible tragedy was averted. About
150-200 mt wider road stretch
was extensibly damaged in the
fresh landslide, he added.
Kumar said the machines
were again pressed into service
but clearance work was stalled
after evening. Shooting stones
continued to pose risk to the
lives of the machines operators.
Shooting stones at Panthyal,
Anokhi fall and Battery
Chashma continued. Tomorrow
morning, the road clearance
work would be resumed and
Kashmir bound tankers and
trucks loaded with supplies will
be cleared first.
He said highway was cleared
for one way traffic from Jawahar
Tunnel and Banihal area on
Saturday. Some light vehicles
were also allowed to move
towards Kashmir. Diversion tunnel is being used for emergency
movement of vehicles but snow
clearance work is still on at
north portal of tunnel where
huge snow has got accumulated
after avalanche three days ago.
Deputy
Commissioner
Ramban, Showkat Aijaz said
that the slides were cleared this
afternoon especially from
Panthial that is most troublesome
spot but as soon as they allowed
the tankers from the Banihal a
massive slide blocked 200 meters
of road at Marog. He said that
massive clearance operation is
going on and once the slide is
cleared the Kashmir bound
trucks with essential supplies and
tankers will be allowed to proceed. He said around 300 people
are stranded in Banihal and
Ramban and administration is
providing them all possible help.
Divisional Commissioner,
Jammu, Sanjeev Verma said that
today again the Indian Air Force
airlifted 186 stranded passengers
including 170 students appearing
in GATE at Jammu. He said a
score of stranded passengers
were also brought from Srinagar
by IAF men.
Verma said the Air Force
launched special sortie of C17
Globemaster aircraft again today
on the request of Administration
and airlifted the passengers. On
Saturday, also a sortie was carried from Srinagar to Jammu for
GATE aspirants from Valley. He
said some patients were also airlifted today from Kishtwar area
to Jammu on the request of DC
Kishtwar.
Verma further said that he has
taken review of availability of
essential commodities from various DCs and they have told him
that they had sufficient winter
stocks with them and no report
of any shortage from any area
like Doda, Ramban, Kishtwar
was reported. He said power
supply to many areas of Doda
and Kishtwar could not be
restored as several towers have
been damaged and the NHPC
men were on the job.
Meanwhile, a weatherman
has forecast fresh spell of rain
and snow during next week that
can lead to further disruptions in
air and surface traffic.
Director
Meteorological

Department, Sonam Lotus, said
that there will fresh spell of rains
and snow in the State during the
coming week. "We are expecting another spell of rain in plains
and snowfall over higher reaches of Jammu and Kashmir and
parts of Ladakh region from
February 13 to 15", he said.
However, he said this spell
will of less intensity as earlier
one that led to heavy snowfall
and rains in the State. He said
the rain and fresh snowfall may
commence on February 12 late
night or February 13 early morning and its intensity may
increase further. This will be
followed by another spell
around February 18 and 19,
Lotus said.
This year, the onset of winter
in Jammu and Kashmir was
ahead of normal time as the
region received very heavy
snowfall in the first week of
November. This was followed
by frequent strong Western
Disturbances in January and
February which led to excess
winter precipitation over the
State.
Lotus said that most of the
weather Models are showing
frequent spells of WDs in
whole February which means
expect more precipitation in
coming weeks.
Reports from Doda and
Kishtwar districts said that people from many far- flung areas
like Dessa, Marmat, Bhalessa,
Gandoh, Chhatroo, Wadwan,
Marwah, Dachhan, Paddar etc
have demanded air-dropping of
ration and other essential supplies in view of heavy snow and
closure of scores of link roads.
They said there is no hope of
opening of these roads even in
next 4-5 days, the Govt must
ensure essential supplies to
them. Entire area has been
plunged into darkness and there
was shortage of fuel as well.
Sarpanch, Diksha Thakur
from Gai, in Dessa area of Doda
has said that there was 5-6 feet
snow in their area and many villages like Dewalkund, Traman,
Bhata Laloor, Gai, Mallan,
Shinkli and Manjmi in Dessa
belt were facing shortage of
ration, kerosene oil and other
essentials.
She said public
movement has been restricted
due to closure of roads and Govt
must airdrop essentials to these
places. Similar reports have been
received
from
Wadwan,
Marwah, Paddar and Bhalessa
area.
A shop of Ramzan Mir at
Hallaran and another one
belonging to Talib Hussain at
Nagni in Bhalessa area were collapsed today due to heavy snow.
Property worth lakhs has been
damaged.
Meanwhile, after heavy
snowfall in district Kishtwar,
authorities today airlifted critically ill patients and stranded
passengers to and fro Jammu and
Kishtwar.
Deputy
Commissioner,
Kishtwar Angrez Singh Rana
was personally monitoring the
operations. He said the District
Administration instructed the
authorities to airlift critically ill
patients in far-flung snowbound
areas
including
Marwah,
Warwan, Dachhan and Machail
on utmost priority.
Pertinent to mention here that
one critically ill patient hailing
from Machail and a lady patient
from Dachhan were airlifted to
District hospital Kishtwar for
further Medical treatment
besides one cancer patient was
also airlifted to Marwah valley.

Kashmiri politicians habitual of dancing to tunes
of Pakistan when out of power: Dr Jitendra
Singh accused them of introducing culture of opportunism in
politics. "When in power they
were privy to anti terror decisions and operations and even
some of them demanded bombing of terror camps in Pakistan.
But after losing power they did
not lose a single minute in toeing the separatist line for the
vote bank politics'', he added.
The
Union
Minister
However, hastened to say that
the present generation of young
Kashmiri voters is no longer
going to befooled by such blatant duplicity , the sole aim of
which has been to retain power
within the dynasty and pass it on
from one generation to next.
Dr Jitendra Singh said that
the younger generation of
Kashmir is fully abreast with the
same and it has seen through the
tricks of these politicians in past.
So they will no longer fall in
their trap but vote for strengthening the democracy in the State
and work for the larger national
interests so that they may not lag
behind in progress which the
other States of country are
marching under the leadership
of Prime Minister, Narendra
Modi.
He, while ridiculing the
statements of PDP and other
Kashmir
centric
leaders
demanding separate divisional
status for Pir Panjal and Chenab
region said that the Kashmir
centric leaders are trying to sow
the seeds of poison in the minds
of people in Doda and Pir Panjal
region by such statements.
He said there was never such
demand from the districts of
Doda and Ramban which are
the part and parcel of Jammu
region. This politicking by
Kashmir centric leaders is being
done in view of coming elections and may be they make
more poisonous statements in
coming days just for vote bank

politics, he added.
On the Mahagatbandan of
opposition parties, Dr Jitendra
Singh said this is no gatbandan
as all the leaders in the gatbandhan are PM aspirants.
There is always gatbandan of
like minded people and in this
case it is a gatbandan against
Narendra Modi as they know
that they are unable to face him
at hustings, he added.
Earlier addressing the
function Union Minister paid
rich tributes to Ch Chhotu
Ram and said that Indian
democracy after independence
was still under feudalism. He
said even after independence
people thought that investment should only be made in
those institutions which are
linked with ruling class.
Dr Jitendra Singh said Ch.
Chhotu Ram who was a revolutionary was given the status of
Sir by Britishers despite the fact
he never compromised with
them. But in last 70 years we
failed to do any thing for him.
He never offered Christmas gifts
to Britishers as he was an awakened soul, the Minister added.
Dr Jitendra Singh regretted
that the party which ruled the
country for over 50 years totally
neglected the great revolutionaries like Ch Chhotu Ram, Neta Ji
Subash Chander Bose, Sardar
Patel and Dr B R Ambedkar and
it was only the Government led
by Narendra Modi which gave
due recognition to these great
leaders.
He said there was such a dispensation in the country for last
over six decades which never
thought it better to construct any
memorial in the name of these
great revolutionary sons of
India. The Union Minister also
assured contribution for construction of Community Hall on
name of Ch Chhotu Ram at
Katra.

Army helps pregnant woman
snow and zero road accessibility, reached the residence of the
lady in no time and carried her
on a stretcher for two and a half
kilometers on foot in waist-deep
snow, they said.
She was then taken to the
district hospital, Bandipora, in
an Army ambulance, the officials said.
Understanding the need for
timely coordination with every
minute that counts, the Army

had already tied up with civil
authorities and arranged for doctors at the hospital, they said.
After a check up, it was conveyed that the lady was pregnant with twins and required a
caesarean for which she was
further rushed to Srinagar hospital, they added.
According to the officials,
the woman safely delivered
twin baby girls the same night.
(PTI)

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER
LOCAL BODIES DIVISION - II JAMMU
48 D/C Near Balmiki Chowk, Gandhi Nagar Jammu
xenlbdiv.ii@gmail.com, xenlbdiv2@gmail.com

Subject:- Extension notice for invitation of
sealed quotations for engagement
of consultant for electrical works.

EXTENSION NOTICE
Due to no response for quotations invited
for engagement of consultant for electrical
works vide this office No:- LB/Tech/JII/2019/4459-60 dated 17/01/2019. The last
date for submission of quotations is hereby
extended upto 15/02/2019.
Rest all other terms and conditions shall
remain same.
Sd/Executive Engineer
DIP/J-5173-P/18
Local Bodies Division-II
Dated: 9-2-2019
Jammu

